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Across  
  

1 Eternal damnation; final and irrevocable  24 Iraqi resistance or Inspector Rex (initials) 

 spiritual ruin 25 Very, very bad boy (in 70’s horror movie) 

8 Lauded Swedish director known for tortured  26 Letters depicted as stylish lightening bolt  
 art films about the “silence of God” (initials)  “runes” designating Heinrich Himmler’s  

10 Australian producer of marvelous sugar and   sinister Nazi “protection squad” 

 golden syrup 28 Character on Coronation Street known for  
11 Lyric poem about a particular subject like a   dour outlook and hair net (initials) 

 Grecian urn or nightingale 30 Troubled Austrian sculptor (1736-83) best  

12 Uplifting 1977 Europop classic by Umberto   known for series of “character heads”  
 Tozzi (2, 3)  depicting states of extreme emotion 

14 An attitude of extreme skepticism about the  35 Avail oneself of a service or commodity  

 stated aims, motives and beliefs of people   (e.g., library, drugs) 
 and received wisdom in general 36 The third son of Adam and Eve given by  

16 Latin prefix for under or below (and needle   God in place of Abel slain by Cain 

 used by junkie) 37 Initials used to indicate more text on back 
17 Two hundred and one (in Roman numerals  38 Exotic Arabian market 

 please) 40 Hollywood silent movie star destroyed by  

18 “The wild dogs cry out in the night as they   sex scandal (5, 8) 
 grow restless longing for some solitary  44 Popular 1960’s Melbourne TV children’s  

 company. I know that I must do what’s right   show entertainer known for X-rated club act  
 as sure as Kilimanjaro rises like Olympus   with partner Ron Blaskett 

 above the Serengeti” LA supergroup (Africa) 45 National Enquirer (initials) 

19 Term of abuse used in African American  46 University of Florida (ribald abbreviation) 
 community for a brother sucking up to whitey 47 Roadside accommodation providing  

 (after character in 19th Century American   convenient access to car associated with  

 novel) (initials)  adulterous sexual encounters 
20 School of philosophy founded by Edmund  48 Veteran American balladeer (Girl You’ll be a  

 Husserl   Woman Soon etc.) 
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Down   
    

1 The severe mental disorders characterized by  13 “Palestinian blood is not cheap” Quadriplegic 

 dissociation, impoverishment of affect,   spiritual leader of Hamas targeted for violent 

 incongruity of thought and affect, delusion,   removal in recent Israeli assassination attempt  
 mania, paranoia, catatonia and hallucination  (unsuccessful) (initials) 

2 Upbeat Sesame Street character with dour  15 Sovereign head of state ruling by hereditary  

 friend Bert  right 
3 Mabuse, Frankenstein, Goebbels, Phil etc. 21 Hated and feared enemy in WW2 (not Krauts  

4 The vocabulary, phraseology and usage   or The Hun) 

 particular to a specific group and often  22 Oscar Madison or Oliver Messiaen (initial) 
 unintelligible to outsiders (“When I pull out 23 Old English or Ottoman Empire (initial) 

 up in front you see the Benz on dubs, when I  26 Cute blue Dutch gnome  

 roll twenty deep, it’s twenty knives in the  27 Inhabitant of mountainous island in Western  

 club, niggaz heard I f*** with Dre, now they   Mediterranean known for ancient Minoan  

 wanna show me love…” etc., etc.)  ruins and racy bull cult 

5 Having survived a harrowing and painful  29 Item used for holding up tomatoes or burning  
 experience which, not having destroyed you,   heretic 

 has made you stronger 31 Group of seven 

6 Our Town (initials) 32 Iconic St. Kilda rock venue 
7 Violent political movement in 19th Century  33 Put away safely for later use 

 Tsarist Russia associated with acts of  34 Famous 1967 self-help book about how we’re 

 sabotage and assassination depicted by   all OK (first part of title only please) (2, 2) 
 Dostoyevsky in The Possessed 38 Radical feminist group responsible for  

8 Attacked as false, accused of wrongdoing,   shooting Andy Warhol in 1968 

 censured, blamed 39 Oil used to retain youthful beauty 
9 Riches procured as plunder 41 Pertaining to time past 

10 Defunct 20th Century superpower described  42 Device used by Greg Norman to support balls 

 memorably by Ronald Reagan as an “evil  43 Berlin film studio where Fritz Lang made  
 empire” (initials) (Cyrillic script please)  Das Nibelungenlied und Metropolis 
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